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Drug Interactions

MEDICINES

DRUG INTERACTIONS
Introduction
Most, if not all, of us will have taken medicines or drugs at some time or
another during our lives. These might have been antibiotics prescribed by our
doctor to counteract infection, simple painkillers bought from the local
pharmacy or supermarket to cure a headache or toothache, inhalers to treat
asthma or drugs to prevent heart disease.
Pharmaceutical companies invest huge sums of money in research in order to
produce, profitably, the wide variety of medicinal compounds used daily by
millions of people worldwide to relieve suffering, cure illnesses and save
lives. Whatever our own personal experience may be, the pharmaceutical
industry is very big business.
Drug:

Natural or synthetic substance which (when taken into a living
body) affects its functioning or structure, and is used in the
diagnosis, mitigation, treatment, or prevention of a disease or
relief of discomfort.

(Not to be confused with: Habit-forming stimulant or narcotic substance
which produces a state of arousal, contentment, or euphoria)
Medicine:

one or more drugs, integrated in a pharmaceutical form,
submitted for sale and intended for use in humans or animals.

Systematic name:
1-[2-Hydroxy-4-(2-hydroxy-indan-1-yl-carbamoyl)-5-phenyl-pentyl]-4pyridin-3-ylmethylpiperazine-2-carboxylic acid tert-butylamide
International name:
Brand name:

Indinavir
Crixivan®
(Merck, Sharp & Domme)
(anti- HIV)
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Historical development
Man has found, by trial and error, which berries, roots, leaves and barks
could be used for “medicinal purposes” to alleviate symptoms of illness
Ø All ancient civilisations made discoveries in this field
Ø Chinese herbal remedies are probably the most well known

Until the late nineteenth century, medicines were almost exclusively parts of
plants or extracts of plants made by grinding up the plant material and
soaking or boiling it with water. Indeed, there is still a thriving market today
for herbal remedies and a growing acceptance that these remedies can offer a
valid alternative to conventional medicines.
Eventually, as chemical knowledge and understanding improved, the
pharmacologically active ingredients within the plant extracts were isolated
and identified. Where possible, the active compounds were synthesised and
derivatives of these compounds were made and tested for pharmacological
activity. In this way the range and effectiveness of available medicines was
increased.
The development of aspirin can be used to illustrate this point. In ancient
Greece, the use of willow bark was recommended to relieve the pain of
childbirth. The Egyptians used dried leaves of myrtle as a remedy for
rheumatic pain. A boiled vinegar extract of willow leaves was a Roman
remedy for the relief of pain. There were many other instances for the use of
willow and similar plants in pain relief. The active ingredient in the bark of
the willow (salix alba vulgaris) was called salicin and was first isolated by
Leroux in 1829.
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Figure 126

(a)

(b)

(c)

Hydrolysis of salicin gives glucose and salicyl alcohol (Figure 126a), which
is metabolised in the body to produce salicylic acid (2hydroxybenzenecarboxylic acid, Figure 126b). The sodium salt of salicylic
acid was first used in 1875 for the treatment of rheumatic fever and as an
antipyretic agent (fever-reducing agent) but, although effective in reducing
fever and pain, it caused serious irritation of the stomach. As a result, a
series of derivatives of salicylic acid were synthesised and tested, the best of
which proved to be acetylsalicylic acid (2-ethanoylbenzenecarboxylic acid,
Figure 126c), better known as aspirin.
The chemical company Bayer released aspirin onto the market in 1899. It is
now well established as the painkiller (analgesic) against which all other
painkillers are compared. It is also an excellent antipyretic and antiinflammatory agent used in the treatment of arthritis. Recently, it has been
found to reduce the tendency of the blood to clot and so is often involved in
the treatment and prevention of heart disease. However, it should be
remembered that, in common with most medicines, there are unwanted side
effects associated with the use of aspirin and that it should only be used with
care.
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How a medicine functions
To understand how medicines work, it is first necessary to understand:
• what is meant by a receptor
• how enzymes work.
A receptor is a part of a very large protein molecule that has evolved
naturally to interact with a specific small, biologically active molecule. The
shape, size and structure of the receptor site are such that the biologically
active molecule can bind reversibly with the receptor. Such binding, between
functional groups in the active molecule and functional groups in the complex
protein, involves weak forces such as hydrogen bonding and weak
electrostatic interactions.
Many different kinds of cell in the body have receptors on the surface of the
cell. If the correct natural molecule binds to the receptor site, it activates the
cell and triggers a biological response within the cell. The active molecule
then leaves the site without itself being chemically changed (Figure 127).
Figure 127

For example, if the cell is a muscle cell, the muscle cell will contract. If a
nerve cell (neurone) receives the correct chemical messenger, a nerve impulse
is sent on to the next nerve cell. Certain cells throughout the body respond by
producing secretions. For example, in the stomach some cells secrete acid to
aid the digestion of food while other cells secrete mucus, which forms a
coating over the stomach wall to help prevent the stomach wall from being
damaged by the acid.
This situation can be compared to a car engine and its ignition key. The car
engine represents the cell. The ignition lock represents the receptor and the
key represents the biologically active molecule. When the correct key (i.e. a
small molecule) is fitted into the lock (i.e. the receptor), it can be turned to
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switch on the ignition (i.e. activate the cell) and start the car engine (i.e.
produce a biological response). Clearly the shape of the key is critical. If it
does not fit the lock, the car cannot be started. Similarly, if the shape of the
small molecule is such that it does not fit the receptor site, the cell will not be
activated and there will be no response.
As mentioned earlier in the Optical isomerism section, naturally occurring
human proteins are polymers made from chiral α -amino acids. It follows that
proteins themselves will be chiral and that the receptor sites will also be
chiral. Consequently, only the correct optical isomer (or enantiomer) of the
chemical messenger will be biologically active.
Medicines work by acting on a receptor site either to mimic the response of
the natural active compound or to block the effect of the natural compound.
Medicines can be classified as agonists or antagonists according to the way in
which they operate.
An agonist interacts with a receptor to produce a response similar to the
body’s natural active compound.
An antagonist interacts with a receptor to produce no response because it
prevents the action of the body’s natural active compound.
For example, Histamine is an organic nitrogenous compound involved in
local immune response. Although histamine is small compared to other
biological molecules (containing only 17 atoms), it plays an important role in
the body. It is known to be involved in 23 different physiological functions.
Histamine is known to be involved in so many physiological functions
because of its chemical properties that allow it to be so versatile in binding.
Figure 128 a

One effect is increased vascular permeability causes fluid to escape from
capillaries into the tissues, which leads to the classic symptoms of an allergic
reaction: a runny nose and watery eyes.
While this is a natural part of the bodies immune system, excessive watering
and a continuous runny nose was often too uncomfortable. New drugs were
deigned that would mimic histamine binding but would not permit histamine
to bind. The effects of these types of drugs were to act as antihistamines.
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The interaction of the antihistamine promine with the histamine receptor is
shown below.
Figure 128 b

Using the car key analogy again, an agonist molecule is like a good copy of
the original ignition key. It will fit into the lock and will still turn to switch
on the engine. The agonist molecule will be sufficiently similar in structure
and shape to the natural molecule that it binds to the receptor and activates
the cell.
An antagonist molecule is like a badly copied key that fits into the lock but
will not turn and so is unable to switch on the engine. It may also stick in the
lock, preventing any other key from starting the engine. The antagonist
molecule will be similar enough to the natural molecule to allow it to bind to
the receptor but sufficiently different in some way so that it is prevented from
activating the cell.
For example, the natural molecule may contain four functional groups that are
essential for binding to the receptor and for activating the cell. The antagonist
molecule may contain only three of these groups. It will be able to bind to the
receptor but the lack of the fourth functional group prevents it from activating
the cell.
If the binding between the receptor and the antagonist molecule is stronger
than the binding with the natural molecule, the antagonist molecule will
remain attached and block the receptor. This prevents the natural molecule
from activating the cell and producing the biological response.
Most medicines and drugs are complex molecules containing a variety of
functional groups. Some of these groups may not be essential for binding to
the receptor. For chemists trying to design new, more effective medicines, it
would be useful to know the minimum structural requirements for a molecule
to be pharmacologically active.
The structural fragment of the molecule that confers pharmacological activity
on it is called the pharmacophore. The shape of the pharmacophore
complements that of the receptor site, allowing it to fit into the receptor.
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The functional groups on both structures are correctly positioned to interact
and bind the medicine molecule to the receptor.
Figure 129

Figure 129a shows a structural representation of a molecule of morphine, a
highly addictive analgesic. For simplicity, the carbon-to-carbon bonds are
shown by lines and the symbols for most of the carbon and hydrogen atoms
are not shown. Consequently, each corner or line junction represents a carbon
atom. The structures for codeine (Figure 129b) and heroin (Figure 129c) are
obviously very similar.
Both of these compounds are also highly addictive and powerful analgesics.
By comparing the structures of a number of medicines with similar
pharmacological activity, the pharmacophore can be identified.
Figure 130

Figure 131

For example, in Figure 130 the structure of morphine, the pharmacophore for
all these molecules, is shown by the darker line. Once the pharmacophore has
been identified, chemists can design and synthesise potential medicines with
a greater likelihood of success. By selectively changing parts of the molecule
but still retaining the pharmacophore, it is possible to produce compounds
like those shown in Figure 129, which have reduced addictive properties
while still retaining their analgesic properties (Figure 131).
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More recently, modern analytical techniques coupled with computer-aided
molecular modelling have enabled biochemists to work out the precise
structure of some enzymes and receptor sites. Computer-generated models of
possible active compounds can then be matched with the active site. From
this, a list of target molecules can be drawn up and chemists can devise
methods to synthesise these molecules in the laboratory so that they can be
tested for pharmacological activity.

Designing a Drug
So what, in a chemistry sense, makes a good drug? And what makes a bad
one? The compound with the best binding interaction with the receptor is not
necessarily the best drug to use in medicine.
The drug needs to pass through many barriers to reach its target in the body.
Thus, the aim is to design drugs that will be absorbed into the blood supply
(absorption) and will reach their target efficiently (distribution) and be stable
enough to survive the journey (metabolism) and will be eliminated in a
reasonable period of time (elimination).
Drug absorption is determined by its hydrophilic/hydrophobic properties,
which in turn depends upon polarity and ionization.
v Drugs which are too polar or strongly ionized do not easily cross the
cell membranes of the gut wall. Therefore, they are given by injection,
but the disadvantage is that they are quickly excreted.
v Non-polar drugs, on the other hand, are poorly soluble in aqueous
solution and are poorly absorbed. If they are given by injection, they
are taken up by fat tissue.
In general, the polarity and ionization of compounds can be altered by
changing their substitutents.

It is important not to remove functional groups which are important to the
drug's binding interactions with its target.
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A decade ago, Chris Lipinski introduced the Rule of five which sets down the
properties a molecule must have to increase its chances of becoming a drug.
Lipinski's Rule of Five : For a molecule to be drug-like, it should have:
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

No more than five hydrogen bond donors
No more than 10 hydrogen bond acceptors
A molecular weight under 500
A partition coefficient log P (a measure of lipophilicity) of less than 5

Labels such as ‘hydrogen bond donor’ D, ‘hydrogen bond acceptor’ A as well
as the presence of cations (positive ions) P and anions (negative ions) N are
often used in describing parts of a receptor and the pharmacaphore that
would match up.

With the receptor site mapped, attention can then turn to suitable D and A
groups:
hydroxyl

carbonyl

ether

carboxylate ion

ether

amide
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As previously mentioned, histamine has many roles within the immune
system - “is known to be involved in 23 different physiological functions”.
This is due, in part to the variety of structures it can adopt which allows it to
attach to many different receptors.

Other weaker attractions can also be important but, in general, it is the
stronger hydrogen bonding and ionic attractions that are most significant.
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Finally, the accuracy of the correlation of drug activity with partition
coefficients will depend on the solvent system used as a model for the
membrane. A variety of organic solvents, such as n-octanol, chloroform and
olive oil, are used to represent the membrane (organic medium),whilst both
pure water and buffered solutions are used for the aqueous medium.
The n-octanol–water system is frequently chosen because it appears to be a good
mimic of lipid polarity and there is an extensive database of partition coefficients, P.

Log P is not a particularly accurate determinant of lipophilicity for ionisable
compounds because it only correctly describes the partition coefficient of
neutral (uncharged) molecules.
Since the majority of drugs (approximately 80%) are ionisable, log P is not
always a reliable predictor of a compound's behaviour in the changing pH
environments of the body.
Equally useful, will be measurements of the K a (or pK a ) values that measure
the ionisability of molecules.
Lipinski’s Rule of Five is just one of many ‘rules’ that pharmaceutical
companies will take into consideration when trying to decide to invest very
large sums of money in the development of potential drugs.
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3.5 Drug Interactions
3.5.1

Drugs are substances which alter the biochemical processes in the body and those which have a 		
beneficial effect are called medicines.

Historical development
3.5.2

The first medicines were plant brews.  

3.5.3

Pharmacologically active compounds in plant extracts were identified  

3.5.4 These compounds and derivatives of them were synthesised where practicable.
		
3.5.5 Aspirin is an example of a medicine developed in this way.
How a medicine functions
3.5.6

Most medicines work by binding to receptors. Receptors are usually protein  molecules that are
either on the surface of cells where they interact with small  biologically active molecules or
are enzymes that catalyse chemical reactions  (catalytic receptors).

3.5.7

That structural fragment of the molecule which confers pharmacological activity on it is called
the pharmacophore.

3.5.8

The shape of the pharmacophore complements that of the receptor site, allowing it to fit into the
receptor. The functional groups on both are correctly positioned to interact and bind the medicine
to the receptor.

3.5.9

By comparing the structures of medicines with similar pharmacological activity, the  
pharmacophore can be identified.

3.5.10 Many medicines can be classified as agonists or as antagonists according to whether they
enhance or block the body’s natural responses.
3.5.11 An agonist will produce a response like the body’s natural active compound.  
3.5.12 An antagonist produces no response but prevents the action of the body’s natural  active
compound
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Q1

Q2

Questions

Unit 3- Organic Chemistry

Most medicines work by binding to receptors. Receptors are usually
A

nucleophiles

B

electrophiles

C

free radicals

D

protein molecules.

A drug containing a carboxyl group can bind to an amino group on a receptor site in
three different ways.

The drug with the following structure

									
could bind to the same site
A

only by ionic interaction

B

only as a hydrogen-bond donor

C

only as a hydrogen-bond acceptor

D

both as a hydrogen-bond donor and acceptor.

KHS Chemistry June 2014
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Q3

Unit 3- Organic Chemistry

Chemists are developing compounds which block the ability of certain bacteria to bind to the
surface of cells. This will help stop the spread of infection.

a)
What name is given to the structural fragment of this type of compound
		
which binds to a receptor?
																 1
b)
The diagram shows the structure of four of these compounds.

		
Draw the structural fragment which is common to these compounds which allows
		
them to bind to the relevant receptor.									
Q4

Q5

1

Antihistamines act by inhibiting the action of the inflammatory agent histamine in the body.
Antihistamines can be described as
A

agonists

B

receptors

C

antagonists

D

pharmacophores.

Propoxyphene is a pain-killing drug. Its structure is shown below.

a)
		
b)
		
c)
		

There are two chiral carbons in propoxyphene.
Referring to the structure above, identify both chiral carbons.					

1

Propoxyphene has a pharmacophore which binds to specific receptors.
What is meant by the term pharmacophore?								

1

Propoxyphene stimulates the body’s own natural response to pain.
What term is used to describe medicines which act in this way?				
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Answers

Q1

D

protein molecules.

Q2

C

only as a hydrogen-bond acceptor

Q3

a)

Pharmacaphore

Unit 3- Organic Chemistry

1

b)

		
Q4

C

antagonists

Q5

a)

4 and 5				

b)
		

		

1

1

Structural fragment/section of a molecule which gives it pharmacological/
biological activity/causes biological reaction		
1

		or
		
structural fragment/section of a molecule that binds
		to receptor/triggers response					 1
c)

Agonist				
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